AUTONOMOUS MOBILITY
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE OF
YOUR DRIVERLESS MOBILITY SOLUTION
AUTONOMOUS MOBILITY, A SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS
Full autonomous driving technologies can be applied further than
the automotive industry perspectives. When it comes to known environments and pre-defined outdoor paths, an autonomous system
indeed enables to reinforce the reliability and the availability of a
service while reducing costs for drivers:
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From cargos transportation in a production line to shuttle service in a
town center, a full autonomous mobility solution stands as a system
of systems and requires rigorous engineering, architecture expertise
and ground experience to be properly setup.
A SUPPORT IN PRODUCT AND OPERATION DESIGN
A full autonomous mobility solution is a complex product that
includes several sub-systems:
The vehicle themselves and their autonomous functions
The fleet management system and its monitoring solutions
The infrastructure and its potential existing systems
They must run all together and under logistic and safety constraints.
At every level, AKKA can bring methodology, manpower in product
development, support in the operation setup and a strong network of
suppliers’ solutions to meet the high-level requirement of the overall
system.

OUR ADDED VALUE
An existing AD software stack, rewarded
by a road transport authority
A recognized system engineering and
safety expertise gained in both aeronautics and automotive industries
A strong knowledge on vehicles
mechanics, EE and architecture
• A network of components or subsystems providers
• An experience on several autonomous
systems for different platforms

PROJECT REFERENCES
Rouen autonomous lab
Definition, development, integration,
tuning, testing and endurances of an
AD software stack for two vehicles
running on open road (three defined
loops) near the city of Rouen.

FROM A FLEET OF VEHICLES TO A COMPLETE
SEAMLESS SERVICE IN MOBILITY
A STEP BY STEP STRATEGY
To tackle the challenges behind the automatization of a mobility
service, AKKA proposes two parallel processes that enable to gather
ground experience while formalizing the requirements of the complete
service:
Conduct the necessary safety and engineering analysis, to decide
on the system architecture and to adapt the existing sub-systems
while ensuring the compliance of the solution with the end-user 		
requirements.
Using its experience and its existing IP in autonomous driving to fast
develop a first product that gathers ground feedback and to
challenge the system trade off.
On a short notice, the complete solution is therefore setup. The final
service is then installed and all the requirements (including safety)
are validated with a rigorous and transparent methodology.

Dubai challenge for self
driving transport
Complete AD stack definition, integration and tuning to be challenged by
RTA on defined scenarios
→ Awarded from RTA – Dubai world
challenge for self transport 2019

A PERSONALIZED PRODUCT
The context, the vehicles and the cargos or the people to move make
your mobility solution unique, with specific requirements. AKKA
develops the solution that fits with your existing organization, IT
architecture and environment constraints by identifying them soon in
its process and by adapting the sub-systems.
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A HIGH STANDARD OF LIABILITY
For both safety and performances constraints AKKA uses its experience
to deploy a rigorous methodology that provides a clear picture and
the possibility to tune the risks and the KPI of the complete autonomous mobility system. We therefore ensure that the final solution is
well balanced to each need.
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